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GAUSS BICENTENNIAL ACTIVITIES IN THE GDR 
By K.-R. Biermann, Berlin, GDR, and 
Horst Sachs, Ilmenau, GDR 
A remark by the editor in HM 4, 36 induced us to report 
now on Gauss bicentennial activities in the German Democratic 
Republic, even though the commemmoration in the GDR of his life 
and work on the occasion of his 200th. birthday has by no means 
ended but will continue with events and publications over the 
next few months. 
In anticipation of the approaching jubilee, a number of 
works concerned with Gauss appeared in scientific journals of 
the GDR in the last few years. Here we mention only the biblio- 
graphy of Kurt-R. Biermann (1974 Matt. Math. Ges. DDR 7(4), 73- 
80), because it directs to all those interested in mathematics 
and its history to the literature published in the GDR in prepa- 
ration for the bicentennial. 
In May 1976 was appointed a Gauss Committee of the Academy 
of Sciences, in which were represented all scientific institu- 
tions and organizations involved in mathematical research, edu- 
cation, or applications. This committee, under the chairmanship 
of Horst Sachs of Ilenau, took responsibility for preparing and 
carrying through the bicentennial events. 
The main event took place on 21 April 1977 at the Humboldt 
University in the presence of a deputy of the Vice-General 
Director of UNESCO and with participation of 600 guests. After 
greetings from the Rector, Helmut Klein, and introduction by the 
Vice-president of the Academy of Sciences of the GDR, Heinrich 
Scheel, Hans Reichardt gave an evaluation of the life and work 
of Gauss. Finally, the Committee Chairman Horst Sachs cited a 
few outstanding representatives of research, teaching, applica- 
tions, and publishing with the Gauss bicentennial medal with 
which the Gauss Committee has honoured other deserving mathema- 
ticians, astronomers, physicists, geodesists, teachers and 
representatives of practice as well as unusually talented young 
people in the GDR. 
The guests at the celebration received a commemorative 
medallion commissioned by the Gauss-Committee from the Bbttger- 
Keramic of the State Porcelain Works Meissen, a first day cover 
of the special Gauss postage stamp with a special cancellation, 
and the following monographs issued in the GDR for the occasion: 
GAUSS C. F. 1976 Mathematisches Tagebuch 1796-1814. 
Histor. EinfUhrung v. Kurt-R. Biermann; ins Deutsche Ubertragen 
v. Elisabeth Schuhmann; annotiert v. Hans Wussing. Leipzig 
(Akad. Verlagsges. Geest 8 Portig K.-G.). 95 S. 
REICHARDT HANS 1976 Gauss und die nicht-euklidische 
Geometrie. Leipzig (BSB Teubner). 116 S. 
WUSSING HANS 1976 Carl Friedrich Gauss. [Biographie.] 
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2. Aufl. Leipzig (BSB Teubner). 100 S. 
BIERMANN KURT-R. 1977 Briefwechsel zwischen A. v. Humboldt 
und C. F. Gauss. Berlin, DDR (Akademie-Verlag). 202 S. 
In the afternoon of the 21 and on the 22 of April a 
scientific meeting took place in the Academy with participants 
from the USSR, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, the 
FRG, Denmark, Finland, Austria and Sweden. There were thirteen 
papers. After a historical introduction by Kurt-R. Biermann on 
the development of our understanding of Gauss on the basis of 
new biographical research, the meaning and further development 
of Gauss' ideas were presented in the fields of Number Theory, 
Algebra, Analysis, Geometry, Probability, Numerical Mathematics, 
Mathematical Physics, Geomagnetism, Astronomy, and Geodesy. The 
lectures will be printed in the Abh. der Ak. der Wiss. der DDR. 
The meeting was accompanied by an exhibition with the title 
"Die mathematische Figur--eine asthatische moglichkeit". 
In the scientific periodicals of the GDR there were 
numerous publications on the bicentennial. The Wissenschaftliche 
Zeitschrift der Tech. Hochschule Ilmenau, the astronomical 
journal tie Sterne, the journal for the workers in the Academy 
of Sciences DDR spectrum, and the student mathematical journal 
Alpha marked the anniversary with special Gauss issues, which 
illuminated the meaning of Gauss for us today. Many articles 
and interviews in school journals, illustrated magazines, and in 
the daily press, as well as radio and television presentations 
gave proper publicity to the bicentennial. 
In addition to the special postage stamp mentioned above, 
there was struck a special 20 mark coin showing Gauss' normal 
curve. Many colloquia, some by and for students, and the 
granting of the name "Gauss-School" to a special school with 
physical-technical emphasis in Frankfurt an der Oder spread 
further the awareness of Gauss and his merits. In November of 
this year there will be held in Leipzig, as part of the bicen- 
tennial, a student conference "Mathematics and Practice." A 
series of publications, mostly of a scientific-historical 
character based on unpublished sources, are in process and will 
appear in this jubilee year. 
GAUSS SYMPOSIUM AT AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
At the New York meeting of the AMS 14-17 April 1977, a 
symposium on the Gauss bicentennial was held with the following 
papers: Junichi Igusa (Johns Hopkins): "Gauss' contribution to 
algebra and number theory;" D. J. Struik (Mass. Inst. Tech.): 
"Gauss' contributions to geometry;" Marc Kac (Rockefeller 
Univ.): "Gauss' contributions to analysis." 
